SYNOPTIC TABLE OF NEGOTIATING PROPOSALS RECEIVED PURSUANT TO PARAGRAPH 11 OF THE MID-TERM REVIEW AGREEMENT ON AGRICULTURE

Corrections by Austria

The following corrections, dated 12 March 1990, to the entry for Austria in the above-mentioned table have been received from the representative of Austria. They will be reflected in the forthcoming revision of the table.

Austria wishes to point out that, in conformity with its documents MTN.GNG/NG5/W/107 and MTN.GNG/NG5/W/144 submitted to the Negotiating Group on Agriculture, the following elements of document MTN.GNG/NG5/W/150 should be amended as follows:

Page 6: Internal Support, point 2: Reform Process, third indent:

AMS:

The fifth sentence: "Account to be taken of production quotas, non-trade goals" should be deleted and replaced by the following new fifth sentence: "Account to be taken of trade-distorting measures listed in paragraph 2 of document MTN.GNG/NG5/W/107".

Page 6: Internal Support, point 2: Reform Process, third indent:

AMS:

The seventh sentence of this sub-paragraph: "Exclude products for which a self-sufficiency target (to be negotiated) not exceeded" should be deleted.

Page 7: Internal Support, point 4: Special and Differential Treatment for Developing Countries:

In the second sentence of this sub-paragraph: "Possibly reflect S + D in use of AMS", the word "Possibly" should be deleted.
Page 15: Border Measures, point 1: Aims

The following words "...together with the legitimate maintenance of policies aimed at securing domestic food supply" should be deleted.

Page 15: Border Measures, point 2: Reform Process, first indent:
Modalities:

After the sentence "quantitative restrictions would be allowed in specific cases", the following sentence should be inserted: "for example, in cases where measures regulating production are implemented".

Page 15: Border Measures, point 2: Reform Process, second indent:
Product Coverage:

The words "All agricultural products" should be deleted and replaced by the following sentence: "Products of major importance for world trade in agricultural products."

Page 24: Export Competition, point 2: Reform Process, second indent:
Product Coverage:

The following sentence should be inserted: "Products of major importance for world trade in agricultural products."

Page 24: Export Competition, point 2: Reform Process, fourth indent:
Food Aid and Concessional Transactions:

The words "Excluded from elimination" should be deleted.